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Consumer Protection in the
Deregulated Electricity Market
Bonkers Money Limited is delighted to provide its responses to Consultation questions
numbered 1, 2, 3 & 5. Responses have been provided by David Kerr, Managing Director of
Bonkers Money Ltd and Simon Moynihan, Communications Director of Bonkers Money Ltd.

Q1. Respondents are invited to comment on the proposal to promote active customer
switching in the deregulated market? Are you in favour of the proposal? Are there
alternative options, communications channels that should be considered, or specific
groups which should be targeted? Outline reasons for agreement or disagreement.
•

Bonkers Money Ltd is in favour of the promotion of active customer switching in the
deregulated market.

•

Consumer awareness and easy access to reliable information is key to enabling an
effective switching environment.

•

Consumer inertia is driven by lack of awareness of the ease of switching, lack of
understanding of tariffs and their structures, and fear of signing up to unsuitable tariffs.
Consumers are also challenged by a lack of transparent data, and an inability to access
reliable calculations when making a supplier or tariff choice.

•

The availability of customer complaint data could be a valuable tool enabling consumer
confidence in the supplier selection process. Consumer may access regulator
provided complaint and complaint resolution ratings in addition to accurate and impartial
price comparison data and thus make a fully informed choice.

•

An effective switching market with easy access to independent and impartial price and
tariff information ensures supplier discipline in tariff innovation.

•

In addition, an effective switching market enables suppliers to innovate tariff structures
beyond straightforward discounting, enabling a wider consumer choice and potentially
increased customer benefits.

•

The role of oversight provided by the regulator is key to ensure that consumer awareness
is fostered and promoted thereby encouraging an effective switching environment.
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Q2. Respondents are invited to comment on the proposal to facilitate
the development of tariff comparison tools. Are you in favour of the proposal?
What is the preferred model for delivery? Are there alternative options which should
be considered? Outline reasons for agreement or disagreement.
•

Bonkers.ie is in favour of the proposal to facilitate the development of tariff comparison
tools.

•

As consumers become aware of their ability to switch, they require the availability of tools
to assist them in their selection of suitable suppliers and tariffs.

•

Domestic energy tariffs are increasing in complexity. The market is also trending away from
standalone gas and electricity tariffs towards dual fuel tariffs. As this complexity increases,
tools for comparison become essential.

•

The availability of comprehensive comparison tools providing understandable, reliable and
useful information is key to ensuring the effectiveness of the switching market.

•

The delivery model, which has been effective throughout Europe, has been one of regulatory
oversight of commercial price comparison tools, rather than direct regulator provision of
those tools. The rationale to oversight rather than direct provision encourages comparison
services to constantly strive to be more:

•

o

Understandable. Commercial price comparison services, in a competitive
environment, are driven to constant innovation and the provision of user-friendly and
easy-to-understand services. Oversight enables the switching market to provide
many instances of improved design through multiple commercial price comparison
tools, leading to greater consumer choice in their selection of the tools they use.

o

Reliable. The reliability of tariff data, facilitated through regulatory oversight,
promotes the switching market as the customer can be ensured that their choice of
supplier has been made with the availability of all pricing information, and that the
calculations performed have been done with accuracy and transparency.

o

Useful. The usefulness of commercial price comparison services for consumers is in
the ability to understand the tariff marketplace, rely upon the information presented,
and make their choice and act on it. Commercial price comparison services enable
consumers to switch to their chosen supplier directly through the service. It is
unlikely that a regulatory body would provide a switching function directly.

Regulatory oversight should include at least an annual vetting and auditing of commercial
price comparison services. This fosters consumer trust in the calculations and information
presented. Services which pass the vetting process could display a so-called "Kite-mark"
from the CER which would represent to the consumer:
o

Data reliability - tariffs presented are accurate and up-to-date.
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o

Accuracy of calculations – calculation and savings messages are deemed to be
accurate, impartial and up-to-date.

o

Impartiality and whole-of-market comparison - all tariffs and suppliers are listed
without preference and results are presented by price or consumer choice.

•

Price comparison services which do not pass, or lose their CER accreditation are not
necessarily prohibited from operation but are prohibited from displaying the CER "Kitemark". The CER would robustly protect their "Kite-mark" copyright.

•

Domestic energy suppliers can be assured that the presentation of their tariff data is treated
fairly by commercial price comparison services which achieve the "Kite-mark".

Q3. Respondents are invited to comment on any additional measures which could
be introduced to enhance the switching process, making it easier for consumers.
Are there alternative options which should be considered? Outline reasons for
agreement or disagreement.
•

Provide regulatory oversight of commercial price comparison services. Consumer trust in
the integrity and accuracy of price comparison calculations, and the clear provision of
information on tariffs and their structures, will encourage active switching.

•

Publication of reported customer complaint data to enable consumers to make an informed
choice as to their likely satisfaction with their selection of supplier based on more than
price. Supplier satisfaction metrics could include, as a function of their market share:
o

Number and % of erroneous transfers.

o

Number and % of mis-selling cases.

o

Number and % of unresolved customer issued reported to CER.

Q5. Respondents are invited to comment on the proposal to develop an
industry standard annual statement to price and consumption data? Are you in
favour of the proposal? Are there alternative options which could facilitate
customers to manage their consumption and asses competing offers? Outline
reasons for agreement or disagreement.
•

Bonkers.ie is in favour of the development of an industry standard annual statement of price
and consumption data.
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•

•

The availability of this data has been shown, through industry experience, to be extremely
beneficial to consumers and to:
o

Provide the consumer with a benchmark of their consumption against which to
compare tariffs.

o

Provide the most accurate energy cost comparison across all tariff types with clear
indication to the consumer of savings to be made, if any, by switching tariff and/or
supplier.

o

Provide suppliers with the ability to keep their customers informed as to the
suitability of their existing tariff selection.

In addition to providing customers with their annual price and consumption statement, we
would propose the publication of agreed national average domestic gas and electricity
consumption figures. This would enable consumers to benchmark their individual
consumption against published national averages and make comparisons in the absence of
12-month annual statements with an individual supplier. Such figures should also be used by
suppliers in marketing materials to ensure like-for-like comparisons and savings messages
across suppliers.

About Bonkers Money Ltd.

Established in November 2009, Bonkers Money Limited, trading as bonkers.ie, is a free personal
finance comparison service that allows people to compare broadband & home phone packages,
electricity suppliers, savings accounts, current accounts, credit cards and personal loans. Gas and
dual fuel comparisons will launch on the bonkers.ie site in February 2011. The service was
established by David Kerr and Simon Moynihan who have attained expertise and a combined 15
years’ experience in the UK price comparison space, the most mature price comparison market in
the world. bonkers.ie empowers consumers to find the best deal and make real savings, for free.
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